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Inferring Mobility Relationship via Graph Embedding
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Inferring social relationships from user location data has become increasingly important for real-world applications, such

as recommendation, advertisement targeting, and transportation scheduling. Most existing mobility relationship measures

are based on pairwise meeting frequency, that it, the more frequently two users meet (i.e., co-locate at the same time), the

more likely that they are friends. However, such frequency-based methods suffer greatly from data sparsity challenge. Due to

data collection limitation and bias in the real world (e.g., check-in data), the observed meeting events between two users

might be very few. On the other hand, existing methods focus too much on the interactions between two users, but fail to

incorporate the whole social network structure. For example, the relationship propagation is not well utilized in existing

methods. In this paper, we propose to construct a user graph based on their spatial-temporal interactions and employ graph

embedding technique to learn user representations from such a graph. The similarity measure of such representations can

well describe mobility relationship and it is particularly useful to describe the similarity for user pairs with low or even zero

meeting frequency. Furthermore, we introduce semantic information on meeting events by using point-of-interest (POI)

categorical information. Additionally, when part of the social graph is available as friendship ground truth, we can easily

encode such online social network information through a joint graph embedding. Experiments on two real-world datasets

demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, human mobility data can be collected from a variety of sources including location-sharing social

networks (e.g., Foursquare check-ins), geo-tagged social media (e.g., Twitter and Flickr), location-based online

services (e.g., Uber and Yelp), and other smartphone applications. Different from online data, these spatial-temporal

data provide us with another dimension of human behaviors in the physical space. Understanding the mobility

data could benefit a broad range of applications in business, transportation, health, urban planning, and many

more. In particular, several studies [7, 12, 29, 35, 36] have been conducted to discover social relationship based
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on people’s interactions on the space. Discovering social relationships between users has become increasingly

important for real-world applications ranging from friend recommendation, link prediction, advertisement

targeting to transportation scheduling. For example, if two users frequently co-locate, it may imply that they

have a strong relationship or similar interest, and we can recommend them to become online friends or suggest

them with the restaurants that the other user frequently visits.

In this paper, we are interested in measuring the relationship strength between two users from the mobility

data. In literature, a baseline approach is to use meeting frequency as the relationship measure [7, 8, 12]. Basically,

the more frequently that two users co-locate, the stronger their relationship is. However, such a measure fails to

consider when and where the meeting events (or co-locating events) occur. For example, two users co-locating in

a place that is consistently visited by a large population may not necessarily know each other (i.e., the meeting

event is just a coincidence), whereas meeting in an area which is seldom checked-in could indicate a strong

relationship. To this end, recent studies further consider various factors based on meeting frequency measure

including personal background (i.e., how frequently a person visits a location), global background (i.e., the

popularity of a location), and temporal factor (i.e., the time difference in meeting events) [15, 29, 36].

Although extensive research has been done to refine the mobility relationship measure, the existing methods

still have three key limitations. First, all existingmeasures are based onmeeting frequency and do not work well for

inactive users. Due to data collection mechanism, the collected mobility data might be quite sparse. For example,

check-in data only collect user locations when they voluntarily share their location information. Such sparse data

result in low-frequency meeting events. For example, in Gowalla dataset used in our experiment, among all user

pairs with non-zero meeting frequencies, 84.92% of them meet only once. State-of-the-art methods [15, 29, 30, 36]

discard the pairs with meeting frequency less than 2, which means they discard a significant portion of user pairs

in experimental evaluation. How to deal with such extreme sparsity and still be able to measure the relationship

strength for inactive users is a critical challenge in mobility relationship inference.

Second, existing methods measuring mobility relationship only focus on pairwise relationships. That is, each

user pair is being independently modeled. However, in real world scenarios the relationship can also be inferred

through relationship propagation. For example, if user A and user B have a strong relationship, and B andC have

a strong relationship, we can infer that user A and C could also have a strong relationship, even if we do not

observe any meeting events between them.

Lastly, none of existing work uses external data to semantically understand the meeting events. Although

[5], [29] and [36] consider the popularity of locations and personal temporal patterns (i.e., global background,

personal background, and temporal factor), all the factors are computed based on meeting frequency. Rich external

contexts (e.g., venue information from FourSquare or event information from geo-tagged tweets) provide us with

additional semantics for meeting events. For example, two users meeting at a residential place are more likely to

have a stronger relationship compared with two users meeting in a public train station.

In this paper, we propose an effective relationship measure by considering both contextual information and

relationship propagation. First, we use a novel graph embedding framework to model relationship propagation.

In this graph, each vertex is a user and the weight of an edge is the meeting frequency between two users.

By learning the embedding from such a graph, the relationship propagation is implicitly implemented and the

data sparsity issue is also addressed because the relationships for low-frequency user pairs could be inferred

through other users. However, we realize that simply applying the existing embedding method will actually hurt

the overall performance due to a large number of noisy co-locating events. To address the issue, we propose

a hierarchical sampling technique to improve the performance of mobility relationship inference. Second, to

integrate the contextual information, we adjust the weight of each edge based on the POI category information

of the co-locating venues. Furthermore, our approach can be easily extended to a semi-supervised setting if some

of the social network information is given. In such a setting, we jointly train on two user graphs – the mobility

graph and the partial social graph.
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We are not the first to use graph embedding to infer mobility relationship strength. However, the existing

graph embedding-based mobility relationship inference methods have their own weakness. For example, the

most recent work [1] organizes users and locations into a bipartite graph, the edges between users and locations

representing the users visiting the locations with weight indicating the visiting frequency, and applies a group

embedding that employs random walk on the bipartite graph to infer social links. However, the method ignores

the important time information in the user-location bipartite graph. For example, two users both frequently visit

a public place (e.g. Walmart) at different time, but they may not be friends. Two friends may meet at a place

where another user frequently visits, but both of they may not know the user. Moreover, a large number of edges

are connected between users and their visited locations due to lack of time constrain, which builds the indirect

connections between inactive users and active users. This actually introduces noise for relationship inference of

both inactive users and active users.

We conduct extensive experiments on Gowalla and Brightkite datasets [6] to verify the effectiveness of our

method. While previous methods often pick the active users for evaluation, we emphasize that our method is

particularly effective for low-frequency user pairs. This is important as the inactive users dominate the dataset –

the data follow a long-tail distribution (e.g., 96% user pairs have meeting frequency less than three in the Gowalla

dataset).

To summarize, we make the following contributions:

• We propose a novel method emb to measure the relationship strength from mobility data using user graph

embedding. Our method incorporates users’ spatial-temporal interaction and relationship propagation.

• We design a hierarchical sampling strategy to better select contextual neighbors in user representation

learning. The new sampling strategy explores user interactions at different levels to enhance meaningful

relationship propagation and reduce noises in the user graph.

• We incorporate semantic contextual information into graph embedding by adjusting edge weights based

on the category information of the co-locating venues.

• We further extend our graph embedding to a semi-supervised setting by incorporating partial social graph.

• We conduct extensive evaluations on two real-world datasets. Experimental results demonstrate that our

method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in Section 2. We present our problem

definition in Section 3 and the proposed graph embedding method in Section 4. Experimental results are reported

in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK
A spatial trajectory is generally a sequence of timestamped locations. There have been many studies on how

to measure the similarity between two trajectories, such as Dynamic Time Warping [39], Longest Common

Subsequence [34], Edit distance with Real Penalty [3], and Edit Distance on Real sequence [4]. These trajectory

measures are designed to determine the similarity between trajectories continuously moving in the free space,

such as the positions of body joint collected from sensors or hurricane trajectories. But they are not suitable for
measuring the human movement trajectories because human movements are highly constrained by the space (e.g.,
road network) and contain many non-moving points.

Several methods have been proposed to measure the similarity of human movement trajectories [21, 37, 40, 43].

In [21], the authors propose a hierarchical graph to model users’ location history andmeasure the similarity among

users by similar location sequences. Zheng et al. [43] propose a similar hierarchical graph to model multiple users’

location histories, and then mine travel sequences from the graph model. In [37], user’s GPS trajectories are first

converted to semantic location history. The similarity between different users is then measured by summarizing

the weighted similarity of semantic location sequences. Zhao et al. [40] propose a probabilistic generative model
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to mine latent lifestyle-related patterns from human trajectory and then learn social strength from the mined

lifestyle pattern features. All these methods first transform a trajectory into a sequence of semantic locations,

e.g., “mall→ restaurant→ cinema”. The similarity between two trajectories is then measured on such symbolic

sequences. Such measures find people with similar transition patterns, but do not require people to co-locate at the
same place at the same time.
Co-locating frequency (or meeting frequency) has been widely used in trajectory data mining. In particu-

lar, various methods have been proposed to detect moving object clusters that frequently co-locate, such as

movinд cluster [17], convoy [16], swarm [22], дatherinд [41, 42] and evolvinд дroup [19]. Kalnis et al. [17] pro-

pose one notion of moving cluster, which is a set of objects when clustered at consecutive time points, and the

portion of common objects in any two consecutive clusters is not below a predefined threshold. A convoy pattern

in [16] is defined as a set of objects that move together (always falling into the same density-based cluster) during

at least k consecutive time points. Swarm pattern [22] is a variation of convoy pattern. It allows the moving

objects to leave the group temporally. Tang et al. [33] propose the problem of discovering travelling companions

in the context of streaming trajectories. The notion of travelling companion is essential the same as convoy.
However, these methods simply use the frequency as a distance measure without considering the semantics of meeting
events.
There is a variety of research that focuses on the relationships between geographical locations and social

links[2, 10, 18, 27]. Lambiotte et al. [18] show the probability that two users are connected by a communication

link follows a gravity model that decreases as the negative square of distance between the users. Onnela et al. [27]

find that small social groups are geographically very tight but become much more clumped when the group size

exceeds a certain number of members. Domenico et al. [10] verify that it is possible to exploit the correlation of

social interactions and user movement to improve the prediction accuracy of the future location. Brown et al. [2]

study the differences between individual and group co-location behavior with respect to physical location. They

discover that individuals are more likely to meet with one friend at a new place but tend to meet with a large

group at familiar locations. Such studies discover certain correlations between physical location and social ties, but
they do not try to measure the mobility relationship based on user movements. In literature, several work attempt to

mine social relationships based on latent structure, e.g., Dong et al. [11] use a Markov jump process to model

the co-evolution of behaviors and social relationships, and Nguyen et al. [25, 26] apply Hierarchical Dirichlet

Processes to infer social groups. However, these modeling methods require lots of continuous location samples, which
does not apply to sparse data for inactive users.
Recently, a line of research work focuses on more refined measures for mobility relationship based on the

meeting events in the physical world. This line of research is the most relevant to ours. Studies [12, 23] show that

the meeting time could indicate different types of relationships, e.g., colleagues meeting during the daytime vs.

friends meeting at night. Cranshaw et al. [8] propose to extract a set of features from both the meeting events

and the individual mobility patterns and learn a supervised model to classify friendship from the check-in data.

Recently, Pham et al. [29] propose an entropy-based model (EBM) to consider the diversity of meeting locations

to handle cases where two subjects could meet by coincidence. In a follow-up work, they extend EBM by further

considering the location semantics and stay duration [30]. Wang et al. [36] propose a unified relationship measure

PGT that considers global background (similar to the location entropy in EBM), personal background (i.e., the

probability of a user to visit a certain location), and temporal factor (i.e., the time difference between consecutive

meeting events). Hsieh et al. [15] first construct a co-location graph based on the personal factor, collective factor

(also similar to the location entropy), or temporal factor between users separately, and then compute graph

features (e.g. Jaccard) to measure relationships for user pairs. Cheng et al. [5] design two friendship predictors

based on logistic regression model using the co-occurrence events of users in location-based social network.

However, all of these studies consider pairwise relationships independently.
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Most recently, Backes et al. [1] first apply graph embedding into social relationship inference. Specifically,

they organize users and locations into a bipartite graph, the edges between users and locations representing

the users visiting the locations with weight indicating the visiting frequency, and employs random walk based

embedding on the bipartite graph to infer social links. However, the method ignores the important time information
in the user-location bipartite graph, which results in a mass of redundancy edges connected users and their visited
locations. This actually causes lots of noise for relationship inference of both inactive users and active users. Also,
none of existing work utilizes external contextual data to measure the relationship strength.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
We first define the key data structures and notations used in the paper. LetU = {u1,u2, . . . ,um} denote the set of
all users, we define a check-in record as follows:

Definition 1 (Check-in record). A check-in record is a triple ⟨u, t , ℓ⟩ that represents user u visiting location ℓ
at time t , where ℓ denotes a place with the geographical coordinates (i.e., longitude and latitude).

Definition 2 (Trajectory). The trajectory of a user u is a sequence (⟨u, t1, ℓ1⟩, ⟨u, t2, ℓ2⟩, . . . , ⟨u, tn , ℓn⟩) of all
check-in records made by user u where ti < ti+1, for all 1 ≤ i < n. We denote it as Tru .

To understand the semantics of the user mobility data, in this paper we use the external point of interest (POIs)

information to annotate the check-in records. We next define the POI and the semantic check-in record as follows:

Definition 3 (POI). A POI is a uniquely identified venue in the form of ⟨p,name, cateдory, ℓ⟩, where p is the
POI identifier, name is the name of the POI, cateдory denotes its category, and ℓ represents the geographical location
of the POI (i.e., longitude and latitude).

Definition 4 (Semantic check-in record). A semantic check-in record is a triple ⟨u, t ,p⟩ that represents user
u visiting POI p at time t .

In this paper, a semantic check-in record is obtained by associating a check-in record ⟨u, t , ℓ⟩ with the closest

POI ⟨p,name, cateдory, ℓ′⟩, subject to the condition that the distance between ℓ and ℓ′ is less than certain threshold
εd . In real-world applications, different types of location-aware devices with varying positioning accuracy may

be used. To obtain meaningful semantic check-in records, we fix εd = 20 meters in this paper. Specifically, if

the distance between the check-in location and its closest POI is less than 20 meters, we keep this semantic

check-in record. Note that other methods for annotating POI with mobility data could be plugged in and would

be orthogonal to our method.

Definition 5 (Semantic trajectory). The semantic trajectory of a user u is a sequence of all semantic check-in
records (⟨u, t1,p1⟩, ⟨u, t2,p2⟩, . . . , ⟨u, tn ,pn⟩) made by user u, where ti < ti+1,∀ 1 ≤ i < n. We denote it as STru .

Finally, we formally define our problem as follows:

Problem (Mobility Relationship Strength Inference). Given a set of usersU ={u1,u2, . . . ,um} and their
semantic trajectories, we wish to infer the mobility relationship strength score S(ui ,uj ) ∈ [0, 1] for each pair of users.

The mobility relationship strength between two mobile users is commonly learned from their spatial-temporal

interactions. In the literature, the interaction behavior, i.e., a meeting event, is usually defined as follows:

Definition 6 (Meeting event). Given two users u and u ′ and their semantic trajectories, and a time threshold τ ,
we say that u and u ′ have a meeting event if ∃⟨u, t ,p⟩ ∈ STru , ⟨u ′, t ′,p ′⟩ ∈ STru′ such that p = p ′ and |t − t ′ | ≤ τ .

One simple but intuitive measure for relationship strength is the meeting frequency, which is frequently used

in the literature [7, 8, 12, 15, 29, 30, 36]. Specifically, let M={m1,m2, . . . } denote the set of all meeting events

between users ui and uj . Then the meeting frequency of user pair (ui ,uj ) is the cardinality ofM , i.e. |M |.
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A key limitation of the meeting frequency-based method and its extensions is that they consider each user pair

independently. Hence, these methods perform poorly on user pairs with few meeting events. To address this

problem, our goal is to infer mobility relationship strength between two users by taking account of relationship

propagation and further incorporating external contextual data.

4 USER MOBILITY INTERACTION GRAPH
In this section, we first introduce our user mobility interaction graph (or simply user graph) to model the meeting

events among all users. Then we introduce a graph embedding framework for relationship strength inference.

Finally, we describe how to integrate external semantic information and partial labels into embedding learning.

Definition 7 (User Graph). A User Graph is defined as an undirected graph G = (U ,E), where U is the set
of vertices, each representing a user, and E is the set of edges between the vertices. Each edge ei j ∈ E represents
the relationship between users ui and uj and is associated with a weightwi j > 0, which indicates their interaction
behavior (i.e., the meeting frequency).

The user graph is designed to capture all the meeting events among users. Inspired by recent graph embedding

techniques [14, 28, 32], we propose to learn embeddings from the user graph to estimate the user similarity.

The graph embedding can capture not only the explicit meeting information, but also the implicit similarity

propagation among users – two users could be similar through other common friends even if these two users have

low meeting frequency. To measure the relationship strength between two users, we use the cosine similarity

between the corresponding embedding vectors.

4.1 Preliminary: User Graph Embedding Learning
Given a user graph G = (U ,E), we let Φ : U → Rd be the mapping function from users to vector representations,

where d is the dimension of vector representation. For a user u ∈ U , we define set N(u) ⊂ U as a local context of

vertex u. One example of the local context could be all the one-hop neighboring vertices of u in the user graph G.
We adopt the Skip-gram language model [14, 24, 28] to calculate user graph embedding, that is, use the nodes

in the network to predict the probability of their context. The learning objective is to maximize the log-probability

of observing the context N for each user u conditioned on its vector representation Φ:

O = max

∑
u ∈U

log P(N(u)|u)

= max

∑
u ∈U

log

∏
v ∈N(u)

P(v |u)

= max

∑
u ∈U

∑
v ∈N(u)

log P(v |u).

(1)

To make the optimization problem tractable, we approximate the conditional probability P(N(u)|u) using the

standard conditional independence assumption in Eq. (1).

The probability P(v |u) is estimated by the embeddings of vertices through

P(v |u) = σ (Φ(u)TΨ(v)), (2)

where σ (x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)) is the sigmoid function, and Ψ(v) ∈ Rd is an auxiliary vector of v when v is

treated as “context” of other vertices. Namely, the conditional probability P(v |u) is correlated to the similarity of

representation vector of u and auxiliary vector of its context v .
In order to speed up the training and improve the quality of the vector representation, the negative sampling

technique [24] is used. Specifically, we sample negative users NEG(u) = {z |z < N(u)} with respect to each user
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u, and we try to minimize the probability P(z |u) for each user z ∈ NEG(u). This is equivalent to maximize the

probability 1 − P(z |u), i.e., the objective of negative sampling follows:

Oneд = max

∑
u ∈U

∑
z∈NEG(u)

log(1 − P(z |u)).
(3)

Combine Eq. (1) and Eq. (3), our optimization problem becomes:

O = max

∑
u ∈U

∑
v ∈N(u)

{
log P(v |u) +

∑
z∈NEG(u)

log(1 − P(z |u))
}

= max

∑
u ∈U

∑
v ∈N(u)

{
log [σ (Φ(u)TΨ(v))] +

∑
z∈NEG(u)

log [1 − σ (Φ(u)TΨ(z))]
}
.

(4)

That is, we aim to maximize the probability of each node in N(u) being a neighbor of vertex u and minimize

the probability of each node in NEG(u) being a neighbor of vertex u in the embedding space.

Given N(u) for each user, we can solve Eq. (4) using asynchronous stochastic gradient descent (ASDG) [31]

over the two parameters Φ and Ψ. So the remaining issue is how to choose the local context N(u), which we

discuss in next section.

4.2 Local Context Selection
The choice of local context N(u) plays a critical role in the representation learning on any graph. In this paper,

we first adopt a second-order random walk [14] to obtainN(u). Then, we extend it with a hierarchical framework

to discover more meaningful neighbors in the mobility data.

4.2.1 Second-Order Random Walks. In embedding learning, random walk is an efficient method to sample the

local context of vertices on graph G. However, the search for the original random walk is restricted to the

neighborhood of each node, and is unable to take latent local communities and the roles of each node in the

communities into account. To address this issue, we adopt the second-order random walk procedure proposed in

[14] to guide a biased neighborhood sampling. Consider a random walk that just stopped by node t and now

arrives at node v . Now the walk need to decide on the next stop by setting biased weights on edges evx with

two parameters. In particular, they use a in-out parameter q to control the random walk’s preference towards

Breadth-first Sampling (BFS) or Depth-first Sampling (DFS) by scaling the weights of the second-order edges.

On other hand, they use a return parameter p on edge etv to encourage the walk to backtrack a step by setting

parameter p < 1 or to avoid it by setting p > 1.

As validated in [14], the performance of embedding improves as the parameters p and q decrease on social

networks. This is because q with a low value encourages outward exploration in neighborhood searching, at the

same time it is balanced by a low-valued p which ensures that the walk does not go too far from the start node.

Therefore, we choose the best values for p and q studied in [14] in the subsequent experiments.

4.2.2 Hierarchical Sampling. Although the second-order random walk already considers the edges’ weights in

sampling procedure, the sampled neighbors in a walk for user u are regarded as equivalent. However, in real

world scenarios the user graph is always noisy, especially for the low-weight edges. These edges often correspond

to coincidences (e.g., two strangers happen to co-locate at a public place) rather than real meeting events. On the

other hand, existing works [29, 36] have shown that user pairs with high meeting frequencies are much more

likely to be friends. These phenomenons pose following two challenges in the random walk-based sampling

schemes:

First, while the active users frequently meet with their friends, they may also have many co-locating events

with non-friends by accident. For an inactive user, if he/she happens to connect to an active users by low-weight
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edges, the walks would easily move towards the connected active users and get trapped in the communities of

the active users, resulting in unreasonable similarity between the inactive user and the active user’s communities.

Second, the second-order random walk may not be able to differentiate the meeting events during relationship

propagation. For example, in a network {u1,u2,u3} with wu1u2 = 10 and wu2u3 = 10, one has high confidence

to infer that there is strong relationship between u1 and u3, even if they do not meet each other. In contrast,

in another network {v1,v2,v3} withwv1v2
= 1 andwv2v3

= 1, one has less confidence to infer the relationship

between v1 and v3.
To filter the noisy edges and strengthen the relationship of frequent meeting pairs, we design a hierarchical

sampling scheme based on second-order random walk. Specifically, consider a given minimum edge weightminw ,
we omit the edges whose weights are less thanminw , and then perform second-order random walk sampling

on the remaining graph. Note that the isolated nodes are also eliminated in sampling process. In this way, we

eliminate many accidental meeting events and further highlight the dependences of the user pairs that meet

frequently. By gradually changing the parameterminw , we are implementing a hierarchical sampling scheme by

learning embedding at different frequency levels. The multiple gradually incremental edge weights used in the

hierarchical sampling process form the minimum weight set, denoted byMinw .
Fig. 1 shows an example of a user graph including 12 users (nodes). Black edges indicate that the edges with

weights between 1 and 2, blue edges have weights between 3 and 4, and red edges have weights are larger than

4. Given a minimum weight set Minw = {0, 3, 5}, we first perform second-order random walks on the entire

graph whenminw = 0. Then, forminw = 3, we omit the edges whose weights are less than 3, and do the walks

on the remaining graph, i.e. sampling the nodes connected by blue and red edges. Finally, we repeat the step

forminw = 5, namely, performing random walks on the sub-graphs with a higher meeting frequency level, i.e.,

sub-graphs connected by the red edges in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Our hierarchical sampling strategy.

Using random walks on the entire graph alone would pull up the similarities between active users’ communities

with their non-friend neighbors in embedding space. By strengthening the relationship of frequent meeting pairs

gradually at different frequency levels in our hierarchical sample, the user pairs with higher meeting frequency

would be more similar in embedding space, which resolves the challenge to differentiate meeting events during

relationship propagation. On the another hand, the similarities between active users and their non-friend inactive

neighbors are weakened equivalently by removing the connected edges in high level sample. The similarities

between more active users and their non-friend inactive neighbors may be reduced more, because the relationship

between frequent user pairs may be strengthened multiple times in hierarchical sampling. In other words, the

similarities for inactive user pairs with low weighted edges in embedding space can be highlighted gradually.

4.2.3 The emb Algorithm. The pseudo-code for our user graph embedding (denoted by emb) is given in Algo-

rithm 1. First, we use the hierarchical sampling strategy to generate the biased random walks on different levels of

meeting frequency (lines 1-8). In practice, we sampleWn random walks of fixed lengthWl for every source node
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in user graph (lines 2-7). Note that, for a non-zerominw , we simulate the random walks on the sub-graphs rather

than all nodes, where Uminw denotes the filtered nodes which have at least one edge satisfying the minimum

weightminw (line 4). We use the alias table method [20] to draw a node sample in the random walk procedure,

which only takes O(1) time.

Second, we use negative sampling to implement the Skip-gram language model in accordance with our objective

function Eq. (4) for each user u. To optimize Eq. (4), we employ the asynchronous stochastic gradient descent

algorithm (ASGD) proposed in [31] (lines 3-7 in Algorithm 2). Specifically, for each context vj , we sample a set of

negative users for ui , denoted NEG(vj ) instead of NEG(ui ) (lines 3-4). The learning rate η for ASGD is initially

set to a starting value and then decreased linearly with the number of vertices that have been trained so far.

Algorithm 1 Graph Embedding Algorithm

Input: User Graph G = (U ,E), dimension d , window sizew , walks per userWn , walk lengthWl , and minimum

edge weight setMinw .
Output: Matrix of representation vectors Φ
1: for eachminw ∈ Minw do
2: for i = 0 toWn do
3: for each user u in Uminw do
4: walk ← 2ndOrderWalk(G,u,Wl ,minw );
5: Walks ←Walks ∪ {walk};
6: end for
7: end for
8: end for
9: for eachwalk ∈Walks do
10: SkipGramNeд(Φ,Ψ,walk,w)
11: end for

Algorithm 2 SkipGramNeg(Φ, Ψ,walk ,w)

1: for each ui ∈ walk do
2: for each vj ∈ walk[i −w : i +w] do
3: O = ∑

z∈{vj }∪NEG(vj )
logPr (z |ui );

4: for each z ∈ {vj } ∪ NEG(vj ) do
5: Ψ(z) = Ψ(z) + η ∂O

∂Ψ(z)
6: end for
7: Φ(ui ) = Φ(ui ) + η ∂O

∂Φ(ui ) ;

8: end for
9: end for

4.3 Incorporating Semantics and Partial Labels
Our method provides a flexible framework that can easily incorporate additional information. Next, we will

introduce two kinds of data to enhance the relationship inference.
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4.3.1 User Graph with Semantics. First, we incorporate the POI data to differentiate various meeting events by

their semantics. Here, we use the POI’s categorical information to annotate the check-in records, in order to

characterize the type of meeting place. We collect POIs from FourSquare via its public API [13]. The crawled POI

dataset contains specific place, category, popularity and GPS coordinates. We mainly use the major category

information to annotate the check-in records, in order to characterize the type of meeting place between users.

There are 10 major categories, as shown in first column of Table 1.

Take Austin city as an example, we crawl 27,247 POIs from FourSquare API. By matching POIs with check-in

data from Gowalla dataset, we obtain 207,278 semantic check-in records for 7,355 users. Further, we generate

176,083 pairs of users that have at least one meeting event according to Definition 6 under the setting of τ = 0.5
hour. In Table 1, we show the probability of a meeting event being generated by a friend pair for each POI

category. As we can see that, two users meeting in a professional venue only has a probability of 0.0279 to be

a friend pair. This is much lower compared with meeting in a residence venue with 0.4509 probability to be a

friend pair.

Table 1. Statistics of meeting events w.r.t. POI categories.

POI category # meetings # friends ratio

Professional 126,944 3,541 0.0279

Shops 20,573 2,661 0.1293

Arts & Entertainment 9,923 792 0.0798

Outdoors & Recreation 7,869 542 0.0689

Nightlife 15,356 1,846 0.1202

Travel 20,101 1,643 0.0817

Food 16,192 3,960 0.2445

College & Education 954 198 0.2075

Residence 173 78 0.4509

Event 13 6 0.4615

Given the probability distribution of each major category, a weight is computed for each meeting event based

on the category of its corresponding POI. Then, we use the weighted meeting frequency as the weightwi j of edge

ei j in the user graph instead of meeting frequency and apply graph embedding for relationship propagation. In this

way, we combine the meeting frequency and the semantic context of the meeting events into the representations

of the users via a graph-based embedding learning approach.

One may note that, to calculate such category weights, we need knowledge about the friendships. However, we
argue that such weights can be treated as a general statistics. The numbers remain constant regardless of the training
data we use.We have conducted an experiment by using only 10% meeting events to obtain such weights and

repeat the random sampling of 10% data for 100 times. Such 10% data are removed in method evaluation. We

get very similar ratio values as the last column in Table 1. For example, the variance of ratio for professional

category is only 0.0013 on Gowalla dataset. We have conducted similar experiments on relationship inference

and the results by using different 10% training datasets have at most 0.001 in difference (measured in PRAUC),

which suggests that the category weights can be treated as a general statistics.

4.3.2 Learning with Partial Labels. Second, we incorporate available online social network information to learn

the embedding.

Our method can also be easily extended to a semi-supervised setting if some of the social network information

is given. We denote the given partial social graph as Gs = (Us ,Es ), where Us is a subset of U , and ei j ∈ Es is a
binary edge indicating the friendship.
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For each pair of users ui and uj in Gs , we want their embeddings Φ(ui ) and Φ(uj ) to comply with the structure

of Gs as well. Following the objective in Eq. (4), we have

Os =
∑
u ∈Us

∑
v ∈NGs (u)

∑
z∈{v }∪NEGGs (u)

logPr (z |u), (5)

where NGs (u) denotes the neighborhood of user u in social graph Gs , and NEGGs (u) denotes negative sampling

for u in social graph Gs . The social graph Gs complements the co-location user graph G and guides the learning

of the vector representations of users. To encode both graphs in our embeddings, the final objective is:

Oj = O + Os . (6)

To learn the parameter set {Φ,Ψ} in Eq. (6), we again generate second-order random walks in social graph Gs
and then use ASGD to solve the optimization problem.

5 EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Data Description
We use two real datasets containing user check-ins from Gowalla and Brightkite

1
[6], which are two location-

based social network services. In Gowalla dataset, the friendship network consists of 196,591 nodes and 950,327

edges, and a total of 6,442,890 check-in records of these users are collected over the period of Feb. 2009 - Oct.

2010. Brightkite dataset consists of 58,228 nodes and 214,078 edges in the friendship network, and has 4,491,143

check-in records over the period of Apr. 2008 - Oct. 2010. The format of one check-in is as follows: ⟨user ID, time,

latitude, longitude, location ID⟩. The social network of friendships servers as the ground truth in our evaluation.

We focus on three cities with most check-ins in our experiments: Austin in Texas for Gowalla dataset, San

Francisco (SF) and Los Angeles (LA) in California for Brightkite dataset. The reason that we select these three

cities is that our method makes use of the venue information which is not available in the datasets themselves.

Instead, we collected such information using FourSquare API [13]. Foursquare API has a query limit (up to 500

requests per hour), so it is not feasible to collect POIs for all the cities. For each check-in record in the datasets,

we match it with the closest POI collected from FourSquare. Table 2 shows the basic statistics of our datasets

after pre-processing.

Table 2. Data statistics.

Dataset Top Cities # POIs # users # check-ins

Gowalla Austin 27,247 7,355 207,278

Brightkite SF and LA 261,973 6,393 223,549

In Fig. 2, we plot the sorted number of check-ins for both datasets. It is clear that the number of check-ins

follows a long-tail distribution. Specifically, the number of users with more than 50 check-ins is only 960 for

Gowalla and 757 for Brightkite.

Furthermore, the distribution of pairwise meeting frequency over all user pairs with non-zero meeting fre-

quencies is also highly skewed as shown in Table 3. For example, 84.92% of user pairs have meeting frequency

equal to 1 and 11.07% user pairs have meeting frequency equal to 2 on Gowalla. Additionally, as shown in Table 4,

more than 70% of friendships are implied in the pairs whose meeting frequencies are less than 3 for both datasets.

In our experiments, we evaluate the methods on all the user pairs with non-zero meeting frequency.

1
Available at http://snap.stanford.edu/data/
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Fig. 2. Statistics of check-in records.

It is worth noting that previous work [15, 29, 30, 36] all discard the pairs with meeting frequency less than 2 in their
experiments. In other words, they discard 84.92% of the user pairs on Gowalla and 72.13% user pairs on Brightkite in
the experiments. These frequency-1 pairs are actually the challenging cases in real-world scenarios.

Table 3. Meeting frequency statistics.

Dataset frequency≥1 frequency=1 frequency=2 frequency>2

Gowalla 176,083 149,528 19,487 7,068

(84.92%) (11.07%) (4.01%)

Brightkite 33,605 24,238 4,952 4,415

(72.13%) (14.74%) (13.14%)

Table 4. Friendship statistics.

Dataset # friends frequency = 1 frequency = 2 frequency > 2

Gowalla 5,548 3,119 1,013 1,416

(56.22%) (18.26%) (25.52%)

Brightkite 1,639 841 310 488

(51.32%) (18.91%) (29.77%)

5.2 Evaluation Settings
We compare our method with the following methods:

• freq. This is the baseline method that uses meeting frequency as the relationship measure.

• freq-cat. freq-cat uses meeting frequency weighted by the category of POIs as relationship measure.

• EBM (entropy-based method). EBM computes a weighted frequency by considering the location diversity

using entropy [29].
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• PGT. PGT is a state-of-the-art method which further extends EBM by considering the personal factor and

temporal factor [36].

• node2vec. Graph embedding uses the meeting frequency as the edge weight and directly applies the

state-of-the-art embedding method node2vec [14].

• node2vec-cat. The baseline applies the node2vec embedding method on user graph and also incorporates

the POI category information.

• DeepWalk. This approach learns low-dimensional feature representations for each user in the user graph

by simulating truncated random walks [28]. Note that the approach only supports networks with binary

edges.

• walk2friends. walk2friends [1] is the state-of-the-art method which applies random walk based graph

embedding on a user-location bipartite graph to infer social links.

Our embedding method has three variations:

• emb. Graph embedding method which uses the meeting frequency as the weight of the edge.

• emb-cat. emb-cat applies our proposed graph embedding method on user graph with additional POI

category information.

• emb-cat-social. This is the joint embedding method in a semi-supervised setting that incorporates both

social graph information and POI semantics into emb.

For each mobility relationship measure, we obtain a ranked list of pairs with higher scores indicating higher

likelihood to be friends. We use the online friendship as the ground truth for evaluation. We use precision, recall,

precision-recall curve and the area under the precision-recall curve (PRAUC) to quantify the results. The precision

and recall are defined as follows: Precision(Q) = |G∩Q ||Q | and Recall(Q) = |G∩Q ||G | , whereG denotes the set of ground

truth friend pairs in the dataset, and Q denotes the set of friend pairs reported by the method under a particular

experiment setting. Note that our PRAUC is based on the precision-recall curve that is different from “AUC (Area

Under roc Curve)”. This is because precision-recall curves yield better precision in evaluating the performance of

link prediction with class imbalance, while roc curve and AUC can be deceptive in evaluation [9, 38]. As shown

in Table 3 and Table 4, the high ratio of negative instances (non-friend pairs) to positive instances (friend pairs)

occurs in both Gowalla and Brightkite datasets, which exhibits extreme class imbalance.

We define meeting events as two users visiting same POI within 30 minutes. For our method, we set the

embedding dimension d = 128 by default and minimum weight setMinw = {0, 3, 7, 15}. Similar to [28, 32], the

starting value of learning rate η is set to 0.025. As studied in [14], we set p = 0.5 and q = 0.25 for second-order
random walk. emb-cat selects the same number of pairs at each level in hierarchical sampling as emb. We

randomly selects 10% meeting events to calculate the friendship ratio for each venue category in emb-cat and
freq-cat, and those 10% data are removed from the method evaluation. For semi-supervised learning, the sampled

social graph is also removed from the method evaluation.

5.3 Overall Performance
We first evaluate the overall performance on both Gowalla and Brightkite datasets. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the

PRAUC values of all methods in each dataset on the three cases: frequency = 1, frequency ≤ 2 and all pairs.

Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) show variations of our method compared with baseline freq, Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d) show the

comparison between our method and recent methods PGT and EBM, Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) show the comparison

between our emb and emb-cat with the state-of-the-art embedding method node2vec and node2vec-cat, and
Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d) show the comparison between our method with DeepWalk and the state-of-art social link

inference method walk2friends. In addition, Fig. 5 further shows the precision-recall curves of all methods on all

pairs for both Gowalla and Brightkite datasets. Based on these results, we make the following observations:
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Fig. 3. Overall performance comparison on Gowalla (first column) and Brightkite (second column) datasets. (a) and (b):
Variation of frequency-based baselines. (c) and (d): Comparison to state-of-the-art relationship inference methods.

(1) Embedding methods outperform frequency-based methods. Although meeting frequency is an important

indicator of relationships, from Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), we can see that embedding methods consistently outperform

the corresponding frequency methods, i.e., emb outperforms freq and emb-cat outperforms freq-cat. Note that
it is much more difficult to predict the relationships for low meeting frequency pairs (i.e., frequency = 1 and

frequency ≤ 2) using the meeting frequency alone. The embedding methods are particularly effective in such

cases because they enable relationship propagation.

(2) Semantic category information helps relationship inference. The methods using category information consis-

tently outperform the methods without such information, i.e., freq-cat outperforms freq and emb-cat outperforms

emb, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b). This result indicates that utilizing external semantic venue information

can help differentiate the meeting events.

(3) Our proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art pairwise relationship inference methods. As shown in

Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d), emb-cat outperforms both EBM and PGT. Even though EBM and PGT consider various

factors to weight meeting events, none of these methods utilize relationship propagation and semantic venue

information.

(4) Hierarchical sampling improves inference performance. As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed embedding method

outperforms DeepWalk and node2vec on all cases (emb vs. node2vec and emb-cat vs. node2vec-cat in Fig. 4(a) and
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Fig. 4. Overall performance comparison on Gowalla (first column) and Brightkite (second column) datasets. (a) and (b):
Comparison to node2vec and node2vec-cat methods. (c) and (d): Comparison to DeepWalk and walk2friends.

Fig. 4(b), emb vs. DeepWalk in Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d)). The reason is that our emb and emb-cat use the hierarchical
sampling to implement relationship propagation at different levels. Our method can strengthen the relationship

of frequent meeting pairs and simultaneously suppress noises in the meeting events. Fig. 5 also demonstrates emb
and emb-cat outperform embedding baselines in precision-recall curves. DeepWalk has the worst performance,

because it only supports binary edges.

(5) Our proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art graph embedding based inference methods. As we can
see, in Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d), our method significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art walk2friends on both

datasets. The reason is that our method constructs the user graph based on meeting events that incorporate

users’ spatial-temporal interaction, while walk2friends ignores the important time constrains in its user-location

bipartite graph, resulting much more noisy. Specifically, walk2friends is even worse than DeepWalk on Brightkite

dataset, this is because there are more than 260 thousand locations in Brightkite, which causes the noisy edges in

the user-location graph being far more than those in our user graph. In addition, our method further uses the

hierarchical sampling to improve inference performance.

(6) The relative performance varies among different user pairs. The performance of all methods increases from

frequency = 1 to frequency ≤ 2 and to all pairs. This is because for user pairs with higher meeting frequency, the
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Fig. 5. Precision-recall curve on all pairs.

ratio of friendship pairs increases. With the higher friendship ratio, the retrieval task becomes easier, leading to

higher PRAUC scores.

5.4 Performance w.r.t Data Sparsity
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Fig. 6. Performance w.r.t user sparsity.

Next we demonstrate that our method is particularly useful when the data is sparse. Recall that the check-in

data follow a long-tail distribution, and the majority of the users have very few check-ins (Fig. 2). The ability to

handle data sparsity is therefore of great importance in practice.

The performance of our method w.r.t. user check-ins on two datasets is shown in Fig. 6. We rank the users

based on their numbers of check-ins in an ascending order and select the top-k% users (i.e., users with the least

check-ins, or top sparse users). Note that all methods are performed on whole user graph and only evaluated on

top sparse users in this experiment. As we can see, our method is consistently better than state-of-the-art methods

with such sparse users. The top-20% sparse users are the most difficult cases, where most of them have only one

check-in and almost all pairs meet only one time. PGT performs nearly the same as EBM in this case because
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personal factor and temper factor are no longer useful. However, our methods are much more effective for such

challenging cases. In particular, our emb method improves by 118% in PRAUC compared to the state-of-the-art

PGT for the top-20% sparse users on Gowalla dataset. In addition, emb-cat can further outperform emb by using

extra venue information.

We also observe that our method performs much better on top-20% sparse users than on all data (Fig. 6 vs.

Fig. 3). This is mainly because the percentage of friend pairs is different. The friendship ratio of top-20% sparse

users is higher than that of all user pairs. For example, in Gowalla, the friendship ratio is 17.97% for top-20%

sparse users vs. 3.15% for all users. With a higher friendship ratio, the prediction job tends to be easier and that is

why we observe higher PRAUC for all the methods on the sparse users. Nevertheless, it might still be a little

counter-intuitive that friendship ratio of sparse users is even higher than that of all users. This is because we

only use the user pairs that meet at least 1 time (suppose there are N such pairs) for the purpose to evaluate

the frequency-based methods. Among these N pairs of users, suppose there areM friend pairs. In Gowalla, for

top-20% sparse users,M/N=39/217=17.97%, for all the users,M/N=5548/176083=3.15%. Therefore, top-20% sparse

users actually have a higher friendship ratio due to the filtering of user pairs with zero meeting frequencies.

However, PGT and EBM do not improve the performance of inference due to the very low meeting frequency

among top sparse users, while our method significantly improves the performance on top-20% sparse users.

The results again demonstrate that user propagation through graph embedding learning and the external

contextual information are helpful for mobility relationship inference, especially in the case of sparse user data.

5.5 Performance w.r.t Embedding Dimension
We now investigate the performance of our method w.r.t. the embedding dimension compared with embedding-

based baselines by varying the number of dimension from 32 to 512.
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Fig. 7. Performance w.r.t. the dimension d .

The comparison results on two datasets are shown in Fig. 7. As we see, our method consistently outperforms

all embedding-based baselines in PRAUC on all tested cases for both datasets. Specifically, our emb-cat method

improves by an average of 171% in PRAUC compared to the state-of-the-art walk2friends on two datasets. The

reason is same as explained above. As expected, the performance of each method first increases slightly as

embedding dimension increases, and then drops when the dimension becomes too large. But in general, the

performance of each method is quite consistent with respect to the dimension. And the relative performance

between methods is relatively stable across different values of the embedding dimension. The experiment also

demonstrates the robustness of our method within a large range of embedding dimension.
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5.6 Evaluation on Semi-Supervised Learning

Table 5. Semi-supervised learning by using a small portion of the social graph (Gowalla dataset).

Case % social pairs emb-cat emb-cat-social % improve

# = 1 0 0.08952 0.08952 0

# = 1 10% 0.08475 0.11032 34.21%

# = 1 20% 0.08057 0.14793 83.60%

# = 1 30% 0.07336 0.19063 159.86%

# ≤ 2 0 0.14081 0.14081 0

# ≤ 2 10% 0.13421 0.14751 9.91%

# ≤ 2 20% 0.12813 0.18705 45.98%

# ≤ 2 30% 0.12003 0.23117 92.59%

all pairs 0 0.30714 0.30714 0

all pairs 10% 0.28493 0.31229 9.60%

all pairs 20% 0.27917 0.32084 14.93%

all pairs 30% 0.26654 0.33548 25.86%

Table 6. Semi-supervised learning by using a small portion of the social graph (Brightkite dataset).

Case % social pairs emb-cat emb-cat-social % improve

# = 1 0 0.14412 0.14412 0

# = 1 10% 0.13923 0.14985 7.19%

# = 1 20% 0.11294 0.16358 44.84%

# = 1 30% 0.10151 0.19946 96.49%

# ≤ 2 0 0.16851 0.16851 0

# ≤ 2 10% 0.16053 0.16909 5.33%

# ≤ 2 20% 0.15222 0.19023 24.97%

# ≤ 2 30% 0.14483 0.22767 57.20%

all pairs 0 0.25056 0.25056 0

all pairs 10% 0.24975 0.25385 1.64%

all pairs 20% 0.24527 0.27179 10.80%

all pairs 30% 0.23192 0.31294 34.93%

As described in Section 4.3.2, our embedding method can naturally be extended to incorporate social network

information, if available. In this experiment, we evaluate the proposed joint embedding method in a semi-

supervised setting, where a small portion of social network information (i.e., ground truth friendship) is available.

We sample a subgraph from the social network as training data. More specifically, the subgraph consists of 10% to

30% of edges from the complete social graph. We use the remaining unknown graph edges as the testing samples.

We compare the joint embedding method emb-cat-social with emb-cat, which does not utilize the social graph.

The comparison results are shown in Table 5 for Gowalla dataset and Table 6 for Brightkite dataset on the three

cases: frequency = 1, frequency ≤ 2 and all pairs. emb-cat-social is superior to emb-cat consistently on all cases,

especially on the challenging sparse cases. The PRAUC of emb-cat is decreasing as the number of training friend
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pairs increase, because the number of positive friend pairs remained in the testing set is decreasing. The PRAUC

of emb-cat-social increases dramatically as the training set increases. The reason is that as more information of

the social network is given, it is easier to infer the rest of the graph structure.

6 CONCLUSION
The user check-in data in the physical world correlate with the users’ relationship strength. However, the

commonly-used meeting frequency-based methods for relationship inference often suffer from the data sparsity

issue. In this paper, we propose an embedding learning method on the user graph to address this issue. An

embedding method has the advantage to account for the relationship propagation, while a frequency-based

method considers the pairwise relationships independently. To better capture the user interaction in the graph

and to reduce noises, we develop a hierarchical sampling strategy with second-order random walks to select the

neighborhood for each user. We further propose to encode the external venue information of meeting venues

in the user graph. Finally, when part of the social graph information is available, we can easily encode such

information through joint graph embedding. Extensive evaluations on two real world datasets show that our

embedding method consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. It is worthy to mention that our

method is particularly effective for user pairs with low meeting frequencies compared to most existing methods.

We shall mention that our method does not account for the personal, global, and temporal factors proposed

in [29, 36]. As future work, we plan to model all these factors in a heterogeneous user graph, so that the embedding

method can incorporate these factors as well.
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